
This was a game were lack of numbers and perhaps cost Accies in what was a particularly close affair with Hillhead. 
Sometimes sheer skill set just isn’t enough to carry the team through a game – as it was clear they were not simply 
the inferior rugby team. They lead at half time and were playing some dominant rugby – especially in defence 
where in recent weeks they had been perhaps a bit lax. However, as the game progressed into the second half the 
sparse squad at the Accies disposal came to show as Hillhead turned this into a real game of two halves. The boys 
in blue were under the cloche for the better part of the second 40 and never really had an opportunity to add to 
their points tally. Despite some admirable and committed defending it was simply not to be. The score line howev-
er does show that the victory was in fact not too far away and with some further training and commitment these 
tight affairs that result in losses could soon be swinging in the Accies favour! 

Final Score: Hillhead (2A) 24- 12 Accies 

Hillhead Vs Accies 1st XV Sat 27th October 

Oct 25th 

          Accies Vs Carrick, Sat 27th October 

After last week’s performance it was important for the boys to get back on track and that is ex-
actly what the Accies did and in some style. To make the victory even sweeter it came against 
one of Coach Couper’s former clubs in the form of Haddington. One of the main positives to come 
from the match was the team’s ability to play rugby which really shone through – especially after some occasions 
recently where that was not the case. The link up play between forwards and backs was simply mesmerising at 
stages making the boys in blue completely unplayable. This was never more evident than with the opening try and 
perhaps pick of the bunch from Stuart Lamont.  

Just about every member of the team was involved showing some excellent touches with numerous tip passes be-
ing played along the line before Lamont burst through the line. It is worth noting all of this came off the back of an 
outstanding take from Nathan Welsh from a stolen ball at the lineout. Bursting through anything that moved he 
raced in from the halfway line.  

The dominance at the set piece was further emphasised when Euan Thomson pushed himself over the line to score 
later in the match. It was also great to see another of the former youth players in Ruairidh Anderson getting his 
name on the scoresheet after reacting to a powerful break from Andy Duncan. Man of the match however was 
never in doubt for the superb Conor McCann who was a hat-trick hero on this occasion. He worked well to finish 
his three tries and his pace and dynamism were just too hot to handle for Haddington. All in all the intensity the 
Accies played with was unrelenting and the pressure put on the opponents forced them into countless errors 
which is always great to see. Now the momentum is back with the big blue machine it is important to carry this on 
to next week and keep the good feeling going! 

 

Final Score: Accies 50-0 Haddington 



          RDVC Vs Accies , Sun 28th October 

A strong West of Scotland side were too much for the Accies ladies at Memorial Field on Sunday, tearing holes in 
the Ardrossan defence and overpowering them at the rucks. but took their chances well when they came and put 
together some good phases in the second half despite tiring legs. Ardrossan's first real attack came from centre 
Rachel Skimming - but the move broke down when the support was slow and was easily driven back over the ball 
when it did arrive. It was the second time they'd been counter-rucked in the first five minutes and it would set the 
tone for much of the game. West opened the scoring a couple of minutes later, their fly half turning the corner 
down the left wing, where she found two Accies front rows out wide. The mismatch meant an easy try for the visi-
tors. They scored again straight from the Ardrossan restart, West's centre drawing in three defenders before mak-
ing the offload to the winger. Ardrossan started putting 
some phases together. A big drive from second row Rona 
Campbell-Doughty was held up on the line. The ball was 
moved right to the openside off the scrum, Skimming 
breaking three tackles on her way over the line. But mo-
mentum swung straight back to West as they dominated 
the rest of the first half. Their openside flanker seized on 
a short clearance kick, running it back in for the first of 
her six tries, her second coming four minutes later. The 
next three tries all came from inside West's own half - 
including one where the Accies should've flattened the 
indecisive West number 8 who picked up at the ruck and 
looked left and right for an option but ended up blasting 
through the fringe defence and running it in from 55 me-
tres. An acrobatic forward roll from the West openside sent her on her way to the line again, after Accies failed to 
complete the tackle. West then camped out on the Accies line, the number 8 scoring her second after some superb 
defence had held the ball up on the line twice. The West openside had her fourth try on the stroke of halftime as 
the Accies looked dead on their feet.  

HT - Accies 7 - West 57  

West picked up where they left off with another try before Ardrossan started to put some play together. But it was 
the same story as they were continuously driven off their own ball at the breakdown. Disorganisation at a lineout 
wasted a rare Accies platform in the West half. The home side were tackling heroically, particularly Skimming and 
Kirsty Sim in the centres, but it was delaying the inevitable as West ran in two more tries. Accies responded with 
some of their best rugby of the game, with strong carries up the left wing by Main and openside Chloe Grace. The 
ball was shifted right, Skimming with another break before being stopped just short of the line. West were short 
handed out wide - Accies fly-half Elaine Clark picking up from the ruck and diving over. But they went to sleep on 
the restart - a long kick-off catching them out. Skimming got her hands on the ball just in front of her own posts, 
Main clearing the danger - but it came straight back, West's tight head crashing over. West's openside had the final 
say in the last few minutes, crossing for her sixth try before playing in a team-mate for their last touchdown. The 
Accies head into their final two league fixtures with some work to do, especially around the breakdown.  

FT—Accies 14—West 93 


